
 

 

Hexagon tile (flat top orientation) with dark grey grout template 
This template can be printed out and coloured in to help you plan your custom mosaic design. To make a 

plan digitally instead, go to kraftile.com/pages/free-downloadable-planning-templates to download a 
template suitable for use in Adobe Illustrator, CorelDRAW or Procreate.  

The actual size of each hexagon tile is 30mm x 26mm, excluding the grout surrounding each tile. The 
design on this page, including grout lines, would cover approximately 1m2. Multiple sheets of this 

template can also be printed out and taped together to help plan a border for irregularly shaped rooms. 

Instructions specific to hexagon tiles: The designs and words/numbers that can be created with hexagon 
tiles will differ depending on their orientation - i.e. whether the tiles are laid with a flat top ⬣, or with a 

pointed top ⬢. 
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Hexagon tile (pointed top orientation) with dark grey grout template 
This template can be printed out and coloured in to help you plan your custom mosaic design. To make a 

plan digitally instead, go to kraftile.com/pages/free-downloadable-planning-templates to download a 
template suitable for use in Adobe Illustrator, CorelDRAW or Procreate.  

The actual size of each hexagon tile is 26mm x 30mm, excluding the grout surrounding each tile. The 
design on this page, including grout lines, would cover approximately 1m2. Multiple sheets of this 

template can also be printed out and taped together to help plan a border for irregularly shaped rooms. 

Instructions specific to hexagon tiles: The designs and words/numbers that can be created with hexagon 
tiles will differ depending on their orientation - i.e. whether the tiles are laid with a flat top ⬣, or with a 

pointed top ⬢.
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